
 
  

Two Italian Credit lines totalling 50 Million Euros and a grant of 7 Million 
Euros 

Note to Tunisian Authorized Intermediaries and leasing institutions n°2020-28 
 

 Subject 

Two credit lines totalling 50 million Euros are made available to Tunisian small and 

medium-sized businesses and to Tunisian micro and medium -sized businesses operating 

in the sectors of agriculture and social and solidarity Economy (SSE). These funds are 

intended, up to 35 million euros to agricultural credits and up to 15 million euros, to 

SSE. 

Also, a grant of 7 Million Euros is intended for the establishment of a financial inclusion 

support Fund, the use of which will be strictly complementary to the afore-mentioned 

credit lines. 

 Eligibility criteria of small and medium-sized businesses and of micro and 
medium-sized businesses 

Resources of the two credit lines as well as of the grant are open to:  

 Resident individuals and legal entities of the private agricultural sector or SSE 

created as per Law No. 2020-30 of 30 June 2020 related to the Social and 

Solidarity Economy, in particular young and female entrepreneurs operating in 

the agricultural and SSE sectors and the populations of disadvantaged regions; 

 Activities already existing or to be created; 

 Cooperatives, mutual companies and professional groupings of production and 

services operating in agriculture and SSE sectors; 

Entrepreneurs must comply with the tax, social security and environmental legislation in 
Tunisia.  

 Transactions eligible to financing 

Funds of the two credit lines are intended to financing acquisitions of goods, services 

and equipment of Italian or foreign origin, fitting out works, raw materials and livestock 

and working capital. 

Are eligible to financing on the credit line intended to the agricultural sector:  



 Activities relevant to the agricultural and fishing sector; 

 Operations with a total credit amount not exceeding two million dinars (2,000,000 

TND); 

 Operations with a total credit amount not exceeding 80% of the overall 

investment.  

Are eligible to the financing on the credit line intended to SSE:  

 Activities relevant to agriculture, trade, fair trade, education, human services, 

production services, transformation, handicraft, communication, and every 

activity capable of promoting local development;  

   Operations with a total credit amount not exceeding three hundred thousand 

dinars (300,000 TND). 

All operations that were subject to a positive evaluation by the Authorized Intermediary/ 

Leasing Institutions to have access to the credit line resources are eligible for resources 

of the Financial Inclusion Fund. These resources can be used for:  

 Financing feasibility studies and technical assistance/post-allocation support of 

financial means to entrepreneurs with a maximum of 2% of the credit amount;  

 Contributing to the entrepreneur’s equity within the limit of 10% and 12% of the 

overall investment cost, respectively, for agricultural credits and SSE ones;  

 insurance on agricultural credit up to 2% of the amount of the granted credit. 

 Retrocession terms  

Credits granted by Authorized Intermediaries and Leasing Institutions to Tunisian small 

and medium-sized businesses and micro and medium-sized businesses are retroceded to 

the following conditions:  

 A maximum annual interest rate of 8%; 

 A maximum reimbursement period of 12 years, of which a grace period of 5 years 

maximum for agricultural credits; 

 A maximum reimbursement period of 7 years, of which a grace maximum period 



of 2 years SSE loans. 

 Procedures for using funds  

The use of the two credit lines must comply by the following steps:  

 The investor/entrepreneur provides the Tunisian Authorized Intermediary/ the 

Leasing Institution with the investment file, supported with a business plan 

including the global financing scheme. Credit conditions and the use of incentive 

measures must be clearly defined in the contract to be signed between the investor 

/ entrepreneur and the Tunisian Authorized Intermediary/ the Leasing Institution; 

 The Tunisian Authorized Intermediary / the Leasing Institution gives its 

agreement in principle to finance the investment operation and transfers the 

request for disbursement to the BCT following a positive evaluation of the file 

(Department of External Payments);  

 The BCT releases the credit to the Tunisian Authorized Intermediary; 

 The Tunisian Authorized Intermediary / the Leasing Institution grants funds to the 

investor/ entrepreneur.  

The use of resources from the grant is strictly related to the use of funds from the two 

credit lines.   
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